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About This Game

In a world of wizardry, wonder and untold mystery, you must undertake some of the most diverse quests to hone your skills in
spell casting, weaponry and melee combat. Your martial skills are soon put to the test as demonic monsters descend upon

Avencast, turning the academy into a state of chaos and destruction.

Armed with countless combat moves and spells, and a vast arsenal of equipment you must uncover the source of this evil by
vanquishing an onslaught of enemies. Treachery and deceit reveal themselves as the vicious army threatens Avencast’s very

existence. Amidst the mayhem, an astonishing truth unfolds which will forever change the battle scarred Wizard.
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Imagine "Papers, Please" but without the story.
You have to manage your stuff and be efficient at crafting.
It starts off easy with only a few things to craft but it gets more complicated, beautiful learning curve.
Only con is the tutorials for the crafting, it goes on for too long in my opinion.
And I'm pretty sure the lamps does not work as I can't turn them on ;(. This is one of those gather resources to keep the colony
alive with some random story elements. There is no real direction and it can go on infinitly. Its really a trippy solo player game, I
like how your planet and the sun pulse to the awesome music. There are lots of cool visuals to explore in every galaxy but they
do get repetive.

This would be a fun game for kids to learn the periodic tables of elements symbols.. A great tribute to paul walker. if he were
still alive i know he would love it.. I GOT THIS GAME FOR FREE ON A WESBSITE AND IT WAS THE BIGGEST
MISTAKE CLAIMING THIS! FIRSTLY IT LOOKS LIKE IT WAS DEVELOPED BY A ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ HORSE, AND
SECONDLY IT CAN´T BE ♥♥♥♥ING STARTED!! I WASTED 5 MINUTES OF MY LIFE JUST SO I CAN WRITE THIS
REVIEW. What can I say about Heavy Fire Afghanistan?
Its a good game. Its worth its 3 dollars price.

What I like about the game:
-Decent graphics (for what it is)
-Arcade feeling
-Challenging campaign
-Feels rewarding
- Has vehicle missions (quite entretaining missions actually)
- A cheap game
-On-Rails Shooter

What I dont about the game:
-Repetitive dialogue
- The controls feel a bit clunky
-Very short.

So, this game is a short on-rails shooter game. It has pros and cons but its a decent game to kill time. Also its cheap and its worth
every penny, so if you have 3 dollars in your wallet, go ahead and buy it.

NOTE: IF YOU DONT LIKE ON-RAILS SHOOTERS, DONT BUY IT!

I give it a 7.5/10. this game, if you took the elements of the battlefield and put them in modern warfare, 1 alpha and google
translated the game from Russian into English, like this review. great shaders, great shaders
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That was it? Could have been much better/longer.... Great game just why dont the cars stop when i have lights/sirens on. Hmm...
The Magical Silence has been a little different of an experience for me as far as Steam games go.
I didn't know what to expect with this one. For under a quid and with one achievement seemed tempting enough for me to bite
the bait- but afterwards I have beel left wondering: was that really worth it?

The art in this one is really beautiful, and the music is nice too. Big thumbs up on the visuals for this game... the game itself
however? I'm finding this harder to praise. I suppose the "puzzles" (If you can call them that?) are simple enough to work out...
but executing them was a different story. Some of them seem a little buggy and it can take a while to trigger something that you
know you have already tried so many times before... On top of this, this game was incredibly short (and sad!). Had the game
been maybe 4-5 levels of the main bulk of the game, I might be giving it a different score... But for now it almost seems like a
buggy musical screensaver. (Speaking of screensavers, I noticed that leaving the game untouched for maybe 5+ minutes makes
the scroll funtion stop working? Not sure if anyone else has experienced this).

+ Good for Trading cards
+ Good achievement
+ Excellent artwork

- Buggy
- Too short :(. Heyyo, the campaign is lots of fun... but multiplayer was imbalanced with flying RC helicopters with rocket
launchers compared to the other team's nerfed land-rover with basic assault rifle... sigh. This game had lots of promise too...
since it was a lot of ex-devs from Desert Combat mod for BF1942 and also BF2.. Tried playing yesterday. Spent 10 minutes
trying to acquire the first gun using every possible technique...moving over it...pushing buttons to grab it...got so annoyed I
stopped playing and removed it from my system. I AM SO TIRED OF CRAPPY INDIE GAMES ON VIVE MADE BY
BEGINNERS. Would get a refund, but cant..... I'll give it a tentative recommendation. Nice style and music and the story's ok,
but it's boring - too much slow walking, back and forth to locations, and a strict order of operations to the puzzles lead to a lot of
retreading and pointless clicking. All those factors make it needlessly long for the amount of story it covers. Fans of noir or old
school point and click will like it but don't pay anything close to full price. Oh and the ending is a cliffhanger for the supposed
sequel, so there's no payoff whatsoever for your long dull tread.. This game is a very unique game. The first couple levels are
straight forward, but then it gets really challenging. Regardless, I was able to beat all 40 of the levels in less than four hours of
gameplay. I love the customization mode where you can make your own domino creations.

I have two problems with this game so far. First, the physics tends to change extremely frequently. In other words, if your
domino placement doesn't work one time, it could work the next time without any alterations. Second, testing out a Domino set
could shift your dominos completely. These problems are especially apparent when you attempt to play the challenging levels.

Overall, as a domino enthusiast, this game is really great. However, the game's problems need to be fixed in a next update.. So I
won my first fight, and as a post-fight reward I got to choose between +0 HP and +0 coins. I'm worried about the way the
ingame progression is supposed to work......

Let's be honest, this isn't a free to play game, it's nothing more than a demo (1 level, 1 enemy, 1 attack, 1 consumable item).
Which wouldn't be bad in itself, if it didn't pretend to be... a (whole) game.. CAFE 0 ~The Sleeping Beast~ is a mystery visual
novel where you play as a young maid named [INSERT NAME HERE] who has to uncover the truth behind her death over the
course of 7 days (though, technically the game's really 6 days, since she always dies on the 7th day). This'll be a pretty short
review, but a TL;DR is at the end for those who just want a quick answer.

The gameplay is simple, but at the same time, I have mixed feelings on it. You pick choices at the start of the game that are
pretty obviously telegraphed to be for developing relationships between one of the two characters, and then you make
appropriate choices that allow you to become closer to the character over the course of the route. The game takes a Yoko Taro-
esque route of "getting one ending, doing some parts over, and getting the next ending", but rather than it be just a select part or
just an ending that hops off of another ending, you have to replay the whole game over again. Of course, the skip feature makes
text you already read not much of a problem and the game isn't extremely long (I clocked in just under 5 hours), but I still found
it a bit tedious.

The overall plot is pretty interesting, and I had some real "wow" moments once I put the pieces together, but the gameplay
mechanic of replaying the game over and over to unlock the truth + some clunky dialogue bits can really confuse the player. As
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example, with the first route I had finished, I had absolutely no idea what just happened, and toward the end of the game, it took
a bit of repition to understand some key plot points. I could see these as points where many players might just stop playing\/give
up. I really advise that you push through these slumps, because I did have a fun time with the story at the end of the day.

Soundtrack and all art are pretty great, and very atmospheric. The characters of the game are pretty easy to figure out just by
looking at them, but they're still plenty enjoyable. If you're not a fan of the "European noble house near village" kind of
setting\/played one too many Fire Emblem games, however, this may feel pretty generic to you.

TL;DR:
Would I recommend you play this game? Yes.
Would I recommend you play all of this game? As the entire plot comes together only when you've finished the true
route, it's nearly mandatory you play all of the game. (To get an even fuller experience, I also recommend saving during
the final set of choices of the true route.)
Does this game offer a lot of content? A good amount. Not too much, but not too little. The bit of repeating dialogue
can be a bit annoying, but new things are still learned in each playthrough.
Is this game hard? It's rather easy to play since the choices are so obvious, but, at least for me, it was a bit tricky to
wrap my head around the actual mystery of the game- the true route really helps you out here.
Should I buy this game at full price? A sale would probably be your best bet. $20 feels a little much for a game of tis
calliber, but half price is about right, and what I paid.

I rate this game an 8\/10.

Hope I helped!

\u2764 lone. Not recommended, at least for this price. Two maps, nice but not overwhelming.

One nice bossfight though. Buy it when it's reduced. (Or buy the Karak DLC, you get more bang for your buck.)
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